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I Introduction 

 

Over the last decade a large body of economic research has emerged that has sought to 

empirically test the effectiveness of leniency policies as tools to enhance the detection, 

prosecution and deterrence of cartel conduct.  This research has considerable potential 

value in assisting competition authorities design optimal policies by having a better 

understanding of the impact that such policies, their specific features and manner of 

administration, have on the behaviour of cartel participants. Some researchers have 

taken the approach of testing empirically the effects of actual policies – predominantly 

those administered by the United States Department of Justice (USDOJ) and the 

European Commission (EC) – while others have tested different hypothetical policies in 

the lab.  This section reviews the key studies which have been undertaken to date, it 

highlights the main findings and compares their results. After appreciating the main 

contributions and limitations of these studies, it concludes with a general assessment 

and an agenda for future research,  

There is evidence to suggest that, among a range of competition policy features, 

effective anti-cartel enforcement is by far the most important determinant of positive 

productivity growth.
2
 For competition authorities across the world, leniency policies 

have become the main instrument of competition law enforcement against ‘hard-core’ 

cartels. Optimising the design and administration of leniency policies is therefore a key 

objective for competition authorities and society at large. 

 Theoretical research has highlighted the strong potential for well-designed and 

well-managed leniency policies to contribute to social welfare
3
. However, it has also 

highlighted the serious risk that poorly implemented leniency policies may have the 

very opposite effect. As with any form of public law enforcement, competition law 

enforcement against cartels increases social welfare if the gains that it generates, by 

reducing the number of cartels in society, are larger than the deadweight losses that it 

generates in the form of wasteful administration, prosecution and litigation activities.
4
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An overly generous leniency policy offering fine reductions to several reporting firms 

may make a competition authority appear very successful in terms of the number of 

convicted firms, while reducing social welfare by decreasing cartel deterrence and 

increasing the amount of prosecution costs (because there are more prosecuted cartels). 

Law enforcement agencies, including competition authorities, publish the 

number of successful cartel convictions in their annual reports and these conviction 

rates represent an obvious performance measure, since deterrence effects are very 

difficult to observe. As a result, authorities have a natural incentive to use a leniency 

policy (and plea bargaining) somewhat generously so as to win more cases.
5
 If sanctions 

are robust, as in the United States (US), this may increase the expectation that sanctions 

will be imposed and thus ultimately increase deterrence. If sanctions are not robust, 

however, as in most other jurisdictions, this may come at the social cost of reduced 

cartel deterrence.
6
 

 An empirical evaluation of implemented leniency policies is crucial in 

understanding whether they are being administered in a way that is likely to increase 

social welfare — that is, by reducing cartel formation — or in a way that is likely to 

decrease social welfare, notwithstanding an increase in the number of cases successfully 

closed. Evaluating the deterrence effects of leniency policies is difficult, however, as 

cartels are not readily observable in society unless they are convicted. An increase in the 

number of convicted cartels following the introduction of a leniency policy cannot 

necessarily be interpreted as an improvement in antitrust enforcement, as it may simply 

be due to an increase in the overall number of cartels formed. Simplistic assessments 

based on changes in the number of discovered and convicted cartels, as present in the 

motivation of some early theoretical studies of leniency policies, are therefore incorrect 

and possibly misleading. Substantially more advanced methods need to be employed to 

correctly infer whether an increase or decrease in the number of convicted cartels is due 

to better enforcement or due to an increase in the number of cartels present in society. 

 It is important to know which features of a leniency policy and of the overall law 

enforcement system are effective in deterring cartels and thereby increasing welfare. 

These features should thus be strengthened while those which deliver the opposite effect 

should be amended. For example, how many resources should be re-allocated away 

from industry screening and other detection methods towards prosecution, when a 

leniency policy starts generating many more cartel cases, if any? Is a leniency policy 

more effective in deterring cartels when sanctions are strengthened or when the 

probability of the cartel being discovered without a leniency application is higher? 

These are not purely hypothetical questions and concerns. In 2006, for example, 

the Committee of Public Accounts in the United Kingdom said of the Office of Fair 

Trading’s competition enforcement work that “The OFT has been too reliant on 
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complaints as a source for its competition enforcement work. The OFT should start a 

greater proportion of investigations on its own initiative, rather than waiting for a 

relevant complaint”.
7
 Yet to our knowledge there are no empirical grounds for 

supporting the Committee’s assessment, and indeed, there is some experimental 

evidence against it that supports the Office of Fair Trading’s strategy.
8
 

Even if the total population of cartels were observable, or there were robust 

methods to infer the cartel population, many of these questions still could not be 

answered empirically. Only those policies that have actually been implemented can be 

evaluated empirically, not the infinite hypothetical variations in such policies that could 

actually prove much more effective. Together with the lack of observability of the 

overall population of cartels, this makes laboratory experiments an important 

complementary tool to gain empirical insight into the likely effects of leniency policies 

and other features of antitrust enforcement. Of course, laboratory experiments are 

always subject to stronger external validity caveats than empirical studies, particularly 

when used to approximate firm behaviour. But in the case of cartels and analogous 

crimes, laboratory experiments are particularly valuable and recent work on collusive 

corruption by Armantier and Boly seems to suggest that external validity concerns may 

not be too troublesome.
9
 

 In Part II, we review the empirical evidence on leniency policies, having regard 

to both descriptive and econometric studies. In Part III, we review the experimental 

evidence. Part IV concludes. 

 

II Empirical Evidence on Leniency Policies 

 

A Descriptive Studies 

 

The empirical literature on leniency policies is recent and includes several papers which 

present and discuss descriptive statistics on prosecuted cartels.
10

 A case study approach 

has also been used to examine leniency policies.
11
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 A yearly analysis of leniency applications in the European Union (EU) and the 

US clearly shows that the number of cartels reported under a leniency policy and the 

number of individual leniency applications have both increased dramatically in recent 

years.
13

 This is particularly the case in the EU. The generosity of the penalty reductions 

for initial and subsequent leniency applicants in the EU has also visibly increased.
14

 

 Table 1 below shows the most recent statistics on cartels prosecuted in the EU, 

the US, Asia and Russia. Between 1996 and March 2010, 124 firms were fined by the 

US Department of Justice for participation in 39 different cartels. In the EU, leniency 

applications in the period between 1998 and July 2011 related to 81 cartels, with a total 

of 385 firms. In Asia, 33 cartels were prosecuted by the Japan Fair Trade Commission, 

the Korea Fair Trade Commission and Taiwan’s Fair Trade Commission between 1990 

and 2007. Finally, 30 cartels were prosecuted in Russia between 2004 and 2011. Table 1 

also shows that the average number of cartel members in the reported cartels is smallest 

in the EU (8.3) and largest in Russia (11), although the latter figure is inflated by a 

cartel involving 51 firms in the financial services between 2003 and 2008. 

Repeat offenders are a highly debated issue.
15

 Connor has suggested that there is 

evidence of a large amount of recidivism; he identified 389 recidivists worldwide in the 

period between 1990 and 2009.
16

 This number constitutes 18.4 per cent of the total 

number of firms involved in 648 international hard-core cartel investigations and/or 

convictions. Werden, Hammond and Barnett have contested Connor’s definition of 

recidivism and his calculation of the numbers of multiple and repeat offenders. The 

main discrepancy between the two arguments appears to be in how cartel members who 

merge and form a new firm are dealt with. Werden and others follow the legal practice 

(USDOJ and EC) and therefore, they have suggested that no repeat offenders in United 

States cartels have been fined since 1999.
17

 As for the EU, one study identified 63 

multiple offenders and six repeat offenders
18

 since 1998 when the first leniency 

reduction was granted.
19

  The first decision applying the leniency policy to a cartel case 

was in 1998, involving  British Sugar.
20

 The complaint was made in 1994 and, after the 

introduction of the leniency policy, all four cartel members applied for leniency. Three 

reductions of 10 per cent and one of 50 per cent were granted. 

 On average, a cartel member fined by the European Commission receives a 

leniency reduction of 26 per cent. Firms which receive a leniency reduction (1–99 per 

cent) receive first, on average, a fine increase of 32 per cent (these are granted for 

reasons such as recidivism, absence of co-operation, obstruction of the investigation and 
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for being the cartel ringleader or instigator) and a fine reduction of three per cent (for 

termination of the infringement at the time of the investigation, negligence as the cause 

of the cartel, limited involvement in the cartel, co-operation with the Commission 

outside the leniency policy, or proof of having been encouraged by public authorities or 

legislation).
21

 The average firm which does not receive a leniency reduction has a fine 

reduction of 16 per cent and an increase of 56 per cent, whereas firms with immunity 

from fines would have faced, on average, a fine increase of 22 per cent and a decrease 

of three percent. 

Although descriptive statistics (and case studies) are important to show 

correlations and trends, they fail to explain causality and thus the real effects of 

leniency. The real impact of the leniency policies can only be addressed with 

econometric methods, but methodological problems (such as potential sample selection 

bias from only observing detected cartels) and the lack of appropriate data make 

empirical research challenging. The results of econometric studies, considered next, 

must therefore be interpreted with some caution. 

 

[TABLE 1 NEAR HERE.] 

 

 

B Econometric Studies 

 

i Deterrence Effects of Leniency Policies 

 

As we suggested earlier in this chapter, the most important effect of leniency policies is 

deterrence, i.e., the resulting (hopeful) decrease in the number of cartels in society. 

However, this is very difficult to measure because only detected cartels are typically 

observed. Two main methodologies have been developed to infer the effects on cartel 

formation and deterrence of changing a law enforcement policy. 

 Harrington and Chang studied a dynamic model of cartel formation and showed 

that changes in the average duration of convicted cartels should follow a precise 

temporal pattern.
22

 If the policy innovation is successful in increasing cartel deterrence, 

we should observe an increase in the average duration of convicted cartels in the short-

run. This is because less stable cartels, with lower expected duration, immediately 

disintegrate; ensuing cartel detections will therefore come from a population of more 

stable cartels, which typically last longer. As a result, the cartel rate is reduced in the 

long-run. 

 The second methodology was derived by Miller, who developed a somewhat 

simpler dynamic model of cartel behavior from which he derived predictions for 

successful law enforcement innovations related to the temporal distribution of the 

number of detected cartels conditional on the leniency policy.
23

 His model suggested 

that (a) an immediate increase in the number of detected cartels is consistent with the 

hypothesis that a leniency policy increases the probability of cartel detection; and (b) a 
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subsequent decrease in the cartel detection rate and stabilization at a constant level 

lower than the one prevailing before the introduction of the leniency policy is consistent 

with it having a significant deterrence effect, that is, with the policy reducing cartel 

formation.
24

 The first and only two studies of which we are aware that apply these 

methodologies to cartel data are studies by Brenner
25

 and Miller
26

 himself.  

 Brenner studied EU cartel cases in the period between 1990 and 2003, a dataset 

that included 61 cases. He tested the evolution of the average duration and number of 

cartels detected around and after the introduction of the first version of the EU leniency 

policy in 1996.
27

 He found neither an increase in average duration after the introduction 

of the leniency policy nor an increase in the number of detected cartels immediately 

after the policy’s introduction. And he did not find a decrease in the number of detected 

cartels in the longer run. These findings appear inconsistent with the theoretical 

conditions indicating that the 1996 leniency policy had positive deterrence effects. 

 While Brenner’s conclusions are consistent with the general perception that the 

1996 EU leniency policy was rather poorly designed and implemented
28

 (it was 

reformed in 2002
29

 and again in 2006
30

), it would be interesting to subject his findings 

to a number of robustness checks. For example, he treated the first three years of the 

leniency policy’s existence as the short-run, but there is no clear definition from 

Miller’s or Chang and Harrington’s studies as to how the short-run should be defined. 

Hence, one would want to see analogous tests for a large number of other time frames to 

be confident about robustness. 

Miller applied his own methodology to assess the effect of the reformed US 

leniency policy introduced in 1993.
31

 He used data from the US Department of Justice 

that cover the period between 1985 and 2005. He found that the number of cartels 

detected by US authorities increased after the introduction of the new leniency policy, 

which according to his methodology is consistent with an increase in the cartel detection 

rate. He also observed that this increase was followed by a fall to a level below the pre-

leniency policy level, a pattern that according to his theory is consistent with increased 

cartel deterrence. The mentioned changes in the number of detected cartels were 

statistically significant, of a large magnitude and consistent with several robustness 

checks. 

 Although Miller’s study probably represents the most important contribution to 

the empirical literature on the effects of leniency policies to date, it has not escaped 

criticism. Cartel formation and dissolution are not endogenised in the model (although 

this seemed to be present in an earlier draft of the paper).
32

 and the changes in the cartel 

duration of detected cartels were not considered as a robustness check. 

 De also tested Harrington and Chang’s theory.
34

 The paper focused on the 

precise determination of the life-span of 109 EU cartels that were the subject of an 
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infringement decision between 1990 and 2008. Previous empirical studies on cartel 

duration used methods which assumed a normal distribution of the lifetime data, and 

they were unable to deal with a flexible probability of exit from a cartel or with more 

than one reason for a cartel breaking up. To overcome both of these issues, De analysed 

the dataset with the help of a competing risk Cox proportional hazard model. The 

regression results showed that the introduction of a leniency policy was one of the 

causes of cartel breakdown. De argued that it is extremely difficult to empirically define 

the short- and long-run and so her model refrains from doing so. Nonetheless, her 

results showed that cartels detected after the introduction of the initial leniency policy in 

1996 had a lower survival probability than those cartels that were detected earlier. 

According to Harrington and Chang’s model, this finding is not consistent with an 

increase in deterrence linked to the leniency policy. 

 Zhou applied Harrington and Chang’s model to EU leniency policy data for the 

period between December 1985 and December 2011.
35

 Using hazard model regression 

estimates, he found that cartel durations increased significantly in the period 

immediately following the introduction of a leniency policy (consistent with enhanced 

detection) and subsequently fell below short-run levels (consistent with enhanced 

deterrence). In addition to providing results supportive of the 2002 EU leniency policy, 

Zhou’s paper also tried to improve methodologically on previous work. He argued that 

De did not differentiate the short-run from the long-run impacts and that Brenner took 

the first three years of the leniency policy’s existence as the short-run
36

 without 

theoretical support for doing so. Zhou differentiated the impacts by cartel start date, 

which is more in line with Harrington and Chang’s model: the short-run impact arises 

only with cartels that started before the introduction of the leniency policy, and the 

long-run impact arises only with cartels born after its introduction. 

 Klein tried to identify the deterrence effects of leniency policies by directly 

linking their introduction to an indicator of competition intensity.
37

 His empirical 

analysis relied on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development data for 

the period between 1990 and 2010 and included 23 countries. He calculated the average 

profitability of industries (quotient between value added and cost of capital and labour), 

which he then used to draw inferences about the price-cost margin, since both are 

directly related. Issues of sample selection bias, endogeneity and omitted variables were 

addressed through the use of additional control variables (changes in GDP trend, in 

imports and in import penetration), an instrumental variable estimation and several 

robustness tests. The results showed that leniency policies were associated with a 

decrease in the price-cost margin of three to five per cent. Unfortunately, the 

interpretation of the average profitability of industries is multi-faceted and its 

correlation with competition intensity is not entirely clear, particularly in cases of severe 

industry restructuring. 

Finally, Yusopova has presented the first econometric assessment of the 

leniency policy that was introduced in Russia in 2007.
38

 The perceived ineffectiveness 
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of the leniency policy led to a reform in 2009, when full immunity and criminal liability 

were introduced.
39

 The data included all 30 cartels which were fined between 2004 and 

2011. There were up to 51 firms per cartel. The results from a Poisson regression 

showed that the 2009 revision of the leniency policy was associated with a decrease in 

both the size of detected cartels and their duration. The results also showed that 

industries
40

 with low concentration have had fewer cartel convictions since the leniency 

policy has been in place. Yusopova concluded that the 2009 revision was effective. 

Harrington and Chang’s theory would suggest the opposite, however: a decrease in the 

duration of detected cartels is consistent with the new policy causing a reduction in 

cartel deterrence.  

 

ii Other Issues Related to Leniency Policies 

 

In his 2009 study, Brenner also estimated the factors that influence the absolute amount 

of the fine (and the fine reduction) and the duration of the investigation.
41

 Using 

Ordinary Least Squares estimations, Brenner showed that the leniency policy increased 

the average reduced and total fines by around €16.5 million and €30.9 million 

respectively. Furthermore, the introduction of the leniency policy decreased the average 

duration of cartel investigations by around 1.48 years. The duration of the cartel and the 

number of firms and countries involved in each seemed to play no role in determining 

the fine, the fine reduction and the duration of the investigation. However, the number 

of cartel members presented a negative coefficient in the model for investigation 

duration. 

 While these extra results advance our knowledge on the effects of the 1996 EU 

leniency policy, Brenner’s analysis could be improved by using a data deflation process 

for the absolute amount of the fine and by weighting the absolute value of the fines with 

the turnover of the firms in the cartel.  

 A later paper by Brenner
42

 examines the resource advantage of leniency 

applicants. Using the same dataset, the author uses a logit model to establish the 

differences in the decision to report, between large multinational and other firms. The 

results show that the former are more likely to report and cooperate with an 

investigation but no other characteristics of reporting and cooperating firms are 

identified as being significant. 
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A master’s thesis by Arlman presented a second analysis of the EU leniency 

policy of 1996.
43

 A dataset of 67 cartel cases (being all those cartel cases in the period 

between 1990 and 2004 in which the European Commission imposed a fine) was used 

to test the determinants of the number of words in a decision (as a proxy for the amount 

of information in the Commission’s possession), the amount of the reduced fine and the 

gravity of the infringement. Arlman found that the leniency policy, measured by a 

dummy for whether or not a firm received maximum leniency, is positively correlated 

with the number of words in a decision and the gravity of the infringement. In line with 

Brenner’s finding, the paid fine was also found to be higher once the leniency policy 

was introduced, although Arlman measured the paid fine as a share of the firm’s 

turnover, which is problematic because it creates a bias between more and less 

diversified firms. Given that the introduction of the leniency policy seemed to shorten 

investigations, increase fines and increase the amount of content (words) in the ultimate 

decision, the author concluded that the leniency policy was moderately effective in this 

sense.  

 Gärtner and Zhou focused on the delay with which a cartel is reported relative to 

the time of collapse of the cartel.
44

 They analysed 96 EU cartel cases, of which 78 

included leniency applications. Between July 1996 and 2006, 40 per cent of the leniency 

policy applications experienced delays, often longer than 10 months, relative to the time 

of collapse of the cartel. A hazard model, where spells correspond to periods of 

application delay, was used in the analysis of the leniency application. They found that 

the introduction of the EU leniency policy in 2002 had a negative effect on the decision 

to apply for leniency. Delayed leniency applications were also shown to be correlated 

with the severity of the punishment and with business cycles. These results were 

corroborated by Probit model estimates and robustness checks. 

 One of the present authors has provided a more recent assessment of the EU 

leniency policy by examining the factors that encourage cartel members to self-report.
45

 

The self-compiled data employed in the empirical analysis included all cartels up to July 

2011 where there was at least one successful leniency policy application (81 cartels 

involving 385 firms). The study distinguished firms that started to participate in a cartel 

after being previously fined (2), those which ended their collusive behaviour after being 

fined for participating in another cartel (4) and firms which ended their participation in a 

cartel after being investigated for a second cartel of which they were a participant (22). 

A total of 63 firms participated, contemporaneously or not, in at least two cartels (that 

is, they were multiple offenders). The econometric analysis, using Tobit and IV models, 

showed that the first reporter received much higher fine reductions, whether or not the 

reporting of the cartel took place before the European Commission started an 

investigation. The predicted leniency reductions were also larger for firms in smaller 

cartels, in cartels with a wide geographical impact and for firms which receive lower 

fine reductions outside the leniency policy. The main result of this study is that repeat 

offenders appeared to receive higher leniency reductions, which suggests that firms can 

learn the ‘rules of the game’, repeatedly colluding and reporting the cartel, and thus 

substantially damage their partners. 
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In a subsequent paper, one of the present authors studied the characteristics of 

the firms reporting under the leniency policy and the cartels in which they take part.
46

 

Probit estimates were carried out using self-collected EU data as in the earlier study
47

 

together with US data from John Connor’s private international cartel database. In the 

US in the period between 1984 and 2009, 2310 firms were convicted for their 

participation in cartel activities. The empirical analysis showed that EU firms that report 

the cartel and receive immunity from fines under the leniency policy are typically repeat 

or multiple offenders and are less likely to have received other fine reductions, while in 

the US the reporting firms are more likely to be the cartel leader as defined in Connor’s 

database
48

. Repeat offenders were also more likely to receive immunity if they report 

once the collusive agreement ended. In contrast, firms which received other reductions 

were less likely to apply for and be granted immunity if the cartel is over.
49

 

Some of the characteristics of the cartels in which pre-investigation reporting 

occurs were also unveiled. In the EU, these cartels tended to be smaller in terms of the 

number of members (and also number of repeat and multiple offenders) and tended to 

impact a geographical area wider than the European Economic Area. Reporting was 

also more likely to occur in the fine art auctions sector, which has a small number of 

firms and where reporting will significantly damage the competitors that also took part 

in the cartel. In the US, the predicted probability of immunity was much larger in the 

rubber and plastic sector and the paper and printing sector, and in markets with a 

moderate number of buyers. 

 

[TABLE 2 NEAR HERE.] 

 

 

III Experimental Evidence on Leniency Policies 

 

As previously discussed, cartels, like other white collar crimes, typically are not 

observed unless they have been detected. Since every instance of collusion cannot be 

observed, interpreting an increase in the number of convicted cartels following a policy 

innovation as a ‘success’ — an interpretation adopted by some in relation to the reform 

of the US leniency policy in 1993
50

 — is an elementary logical mistake. An increase in 

the number of convictions may be generated by an increase in cartel formation itself the 

result of more lenient law enforcement. As noted in Part IIB, complex empirical 

methods need to be employed to try to understand whether the increased number of 

convicted cartels is associated with a fall or an increase in the total amount of such 

crimes in society. Not only are such studies necessarily complex and indirect (since the 

population of cartels is not directly observable, as is the case e.g. for violent crimes, 
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most of which are reported), they are also of somewhat limited value when attempting 

to evaluate the effects of different policy designs which have not yet been implemented. 

Laboratory experiments are thus a crucial complementary empirical method because 

they overcome these drawbacks. They allow behaviour to be observed in a controlled 

environment, including changes in the rate of overall cartel formation, and different 

policy designs to be tested at a reasonable cost.  

 Obviously, laboratory experiments themselves have several well-known 

drawbacks that offset their advantages to some extent. The results of laboratory 

experiments must therefore be carefully examined, particularly when assessing firm 

behaviour based on the behaviour of subjects in the laboratory. Because subjects are 

typically students and interaction is artificially simulated, the external validity of the 

results achieved cannot be taken for granted. With this caveat in mind, the following 

section reviews the available evidence from laboratory experiments on leniency and 

whistleblowers in competition law. 

 

A Leniency, Rewards, Cartels and Prices: Early Studies 

 

The first laboratory experiment on leniency policies of which we are aware was carried 

out by Apesteguia, Dufwenberg and Selten.
51

 They studied competitive outcomes in a 

one-shot homogeneous good Bertrand oligopoly with three firms and a discrete demand 

function. They embedded this market game in four legal frameworks: Ideal, Standard, 

Leniency and Bonus. In the ‘Ideal’ framework, there was no antitrust law and 

communication across competitors (forming cartels) was not possible. In ‘Standard’, 

convicted firms faced fines equivalent to 10 per cent of their revenue (accordingly, no 

fines were imposed if the firm has no revenue). In ‘Leniency’, firms which reported 

their participation in a cartel received a fine reduction (if they had some revenue and 

therefore faced a positive fine). And in ‘Bonus’, reporting cartel members received part 

of the fines paid by other firms as a reward. In this set up (homogeneous Bertrand and 

fines set at 10 per cent of revenue), if a cartel member defected, its partners had zero 

revenue and therefore faced zero fines. For this reason, the presence or absence of 

leniency made no difference in terms of incentives to report, and strategically equivalent 

collusive sub-game perfect equilibria existed both in ‘Standard’ and ‘Leniency’, 

sustained by the threat of reporting if a defection occurs. However, in ‘Leniency’, 

collusion was only sustained in dominated strategies. 

The experimental analysis which tested the effects from the theoretical model 

confirmed that agents understand and use the threat of reporting to sustain collusion, 

more so in ‘Standard’ than in ‘Leniency’, where both market prices and the percentage 

of cartel formation were lower. Additionally, ‘Leniency’ was the framework which 

minimized the share of cartel formation. The analysis also did not find that deterrence 

increases with the introduction of rewards, since the ‘Bonus’ framework presented the 

highest levels of market prices and cartel formation. However, in ‘Bonus’, incentives to 

report were stronger and there were no collusive equilibria sustained by the threat of 

reporting, as were present in the other treatments. This may suggest that the 

counterintuitive finding may not hold if subjects are allowed to gain experience. This 

leaves some space for follow-up work.  

The stylised framework and particular set-up used in this pioneering study raises 

some issues for the interpretation of its results. The oligopoly game in the experiment 

allowed for only one round of decisions, leaving agents no opportunity to learn the 
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game. Coupled with the subtlety of the differences between ‘Standard’, ‘Leniency’ and 

‘Bonus’, it is possible that some of the counterintuitive results, such as agents not 

reacting to rewards, were driven by subjects not fully grasping the situation. 

 While Apesteguia, Dufwenberg and Selten’s study tests the empirical relevance 

of theory, Hinloopen and Soetevent approach the same issue but with a different 

methodology so as to make the lab look like the real world and thus, derive insights by 

analogy..
52

 They repeated the underlying oligopoly game and controlled for 

communication, allowing it in different degrees of a range of electronically accepted 

market prices. Subjects were also free to choose whether or not to agree on a collusive 

price. When leniency was introduced, cartel members could only report and obtain a 

fine discount before an investigation was initiated. The first reporting party received full 

immunity and the second a 50 per cent fine reduction; the remainder received no fine 

reduction at all. In this way, the study addressed both direct general deterrence and 

desistance effects. The study used the oligopoly model from Apesteguia, Dufwenberg 

and Selten’s study as a stage game of a repeated game with an uncertain horizon, and 

added a small fixed cost of reporting to the legal framework. This cost was present even 

when revenue was zero because competition is à la Bertrand and a cartel partner 

undercut and took all customers. Although an additional fixed cost/fine, limited to no-

leniency treatments, would have further approximated real world conditions, this 

positive reporting cost partly captured the real world feature that, absent a leniency 

policy, a cheated-upon cartel member which reports is still subject to a fine. In this more 

realistic framework, the study confirmed the potential of the positive ex ante deterrence 

effects of the US leniency policy, restricted to the first ‘spontaneously’ reporting party.  

Contrary to what the first models of leniency assumed,
53

 Hinloopen and 

Soetevent showed that substantial cartel deterrence can be achieved with the 

introduction of a leniency policy that is only available to spontaneous reports before an 

investigation is opened. The average price in ‘Leniency’ is significantly lower because 

cartels which do form are less successful in charging prices above the Nash equilibrium 

and because of the lower rate of decisions in favour of price discussions. This leads to a 

higher rate of defection and of price undercutting. Therefore, significantly fewer cartels 

are established and the life-span of cartels that were not deterred is reduced. 

A second notable result of the study is that there exists a constant high rate of 

recidivism —the same percentage of detected and convicted cartels start colluding 

again, after some time, with or without leniency policies. Desistence (that is, specific 

deterrence) is not effective. The lack of desistance effects implied by recidivism may be 

a consequence of the absence of higher fines or the higher probability of detection for 

repeat offenders. Therefore, after a conviction, collusion remains practically as 

attractive as before for the convicted cartel. Unfortunately, the study did not consider 

rewards. 

The above mentioned studies focus on non-exploitable leniency policies.
54

 In 

another study by Hinloopen and Soetevent,
55

 they used a similar setting (repeated 

Bertrand game, where subjects report before an investigation) but restricted it to a 
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duopoly where communication was done through coloured cards. They introduced an 

‘exploitable’ (overly generous) leniency policy treatment where agents could self-report 

and receive immunity from fines if they were the only reporter and a 90 per cent 

reduction where they both reported. There were no penalties in the ‘benchmark’ 

treatment, while in ‘Antitrust’, cartels were detected with a 40 per cent probability 

(much higher than the 15 per cent in their other study) and they paid a fine equal to the 

cartel gains (compared to 10 per cent of the revenue over the same period as in their 

other study). This simpler setting, compared to their other study, allowed Hinloopen and 

Soetevent to isolate the effects of exploitable leniency policy treatments and non-

exploitable leniency policy treatments. 

 The results in the paper showed that when there is an exploitable leniency 

policy, it is in fact exploited; 70 per cent of the pairs reported simultaneously and there 

was some evidence that overt collusion became more appealing. It was also shown that 

a non-exploitable leniency policy treatment leads firms to turn to tacit collusion, which 

is not illegal and is thus free from fines. The non-exploitable leniency policy treatment 

led to an increase in overt collusion but of a much smaller magnitude than the 

exploitable leniency policy. The non-exploitable leniency policy treatment’s earnings 

were larger than in the benchmark treatment and no lower than in the exploitable 

leniency policy treatment. In conclusion, in this experiment, leniency policies always 

reduce welfare. 

Hamaguchi, Kawagoe and Shibata considered the effects of cartel size (in terms 

of the number of members), the fine schedule and the degree of leniency (partial 

reduction, immunity or rewards) on the likelihood that a cartel is reported.
56

 In this 

study, subjects did not play a market game and did not chose prices or quantities. All 

subjects were initially assumed or forced to be part of a cartel, but were given incentives 

to maintain collusion. The players were then left with the choice of whether to report 

collusion or not under different treatments, in which the leniency program is not 

necessarily strong enough to dissolve cartels. It was further assumed that cartels that are 

reported do not form again. The study found that the initial cartel was reported more 

frequently when the number of members was higher and that the frequency of reporting 

was not affected by either the fine schedule nor or by whether only the first party or all 

parties that self-report were eligible for leniency. The study also found that the 

possibility of reporters receiving a reward had a large positive impact on dissolving 

cartel activity. 

While these results on the likelihood of reporting are in themselves interesting, 

their interpretation in terms of the effects of leniency policies and their possible policy 

prescriptions is somewhat problematic. What matters for welfare is deterrence and 

prices, not the number of reports, which by themselves increase the workload of 

competition authorities and prosecution costs
57

. Experiments that include a market 

game
58

 show that there is a strong interdependence between the legal environment and 

the way firms behave in the market. This interaction is excluded by construction in the 

study by Hamaguchi, Kawagoe and Shibata. Therefore, it is not known if these 

reporting patterns would change if subjects were also involved in a market game as in 
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reality. Also, ex ante deterrence effects and prices cannot be studied in this experiment 

because there is no cartel formation stage and no pricing decisions before or after the 

reporting stage. 

 

 B Deviations, Pre-Emption and the Level of Fines: Reaching the First Best 

 

In Hinloopen and Soetevent’s first study,
59

 subjects could report only in a simultaneous 

stage that took place after price choices were made public. Given this set-up of the 

study, it was not possible for a cartel member that decides to abandon the cartel to ‘rush 

to the courtroom’ before other cartel members realise they intend to do so. And it was 

therefore not possible to stop colluding and self-report before an opponent realises that 

one of the cartel members wants to stop colluding and self-report. Yet this is a crucial 

feature of real world leniency policies, both according to practitioners
60

 and according 

to theory: the ‘protection from punishment’ effect
61

 and the ‘race to the courtroom 

effect’
62

 are severely limited by the impossibility of deviating from the cartel’s price 

and reporting before the opponent realises that deviation took place. Moreover, most 

leniency policies require the cessation of collusive conduct when applying for leniency, 

while the leniency application is kept secret (unless another firm applies) for quite some 

time so as to allow the competition authority to prepare for dawn raids and other 

actions. This means that leniency policies require secret deviation when secretly 

applying for leniency, — something Hinloopen and Soetevent excluded. Finally, the 

fact that applications for leniency can only be submitted after the prices set by all 

competitors become public information makes the possibility of using leniency to 

punish price deviations particularly salient. As some have theorised, this may unduly 

enhance cartel stability.
63

 

To overcome these problems, which make it difficult to relate Hinloopen and 

Soetevent’s results to real world leniency policies, Bigoni and others developed a 

dynamic experimental setting in which parties could apply for leniency, either before or 

after the price choices were observed by all players, in each stage game.
64

 This timing 

allowed a subject that wants to leave the cartel to both stop colluding on prices and 

apply for leniency confidentially before the other cartel members realise, as is possible 

in reality. This timing captured the ‘race to the courtroom’ and ‘protection from 

punishment’ effects (if you deviate on the price, you can apply for leniency at the same 

time so your competitors cannot punish your deviation by applying for leniency after 

they observe it). It also made it possible to disentangle and quantify reports linked to 

defections and reports linked to punishments. The set-up also adopted a re-matching 
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methodology developed in the literature on experimental repeated games that allows 

subjects to face a constant discount factor and, most crucially, to play several 

supergames and learn.
65

 It simplified the framework by using fixed fines so as to be able 

to control subjects’ expectations on their level and how these change across treatments. 

The impact of these expectations on the effectiveness of leniency policies could 

therefore be studied.
66

 Bigoni and others also used a differentiated price game to avoid 

the non-generic and unrealistic discontinuities of the homogeneous-good Bertrand game 

(where a deviation implies zero profits — and in previous experiments zero fines — for 

all other firms), and a duopoly to minimise the risk highlighted by Holt that, with more 

than two subjects, punishment of deviators — which is crucial in studies of collusion — 

is biased or softened by the concern that the other, innocent subject will also be harmed 

by the punishment.
67

 

Bigoni and others used this set-up to study how standard antitrust enforcement 

(without leniency), leniency policies and monetary rewards for the first reporting party 

affect cartel formation and prices.
68

 They found that antitrust enforcement without 

leniency reduces cartel formation but increases cartel prices: subjects use costly fines as 

punishments against deviators. Leniency improves antitrust enforcement by 

strengthening deterrence, as fewer cartels are formed and existing cartels that are 

detected through leniency do not form again (leniency eliminates recidivism
69

). 

However, leniency policies also stabilise surviving cartels: subjects appear to anticipate 

the lower post-conviction prices and lack of recidivism after self-reports or leniency. 

Therefore, overall average prices do not fall significantly. Conversely, with rewards, 

prices rapidly fall to the competitive level. Overall, the results suggest a strong cartel 

deterrence potential for well-run leniency policies, where firms self-report before an 

investigation is opened. The results also suggest rewards be introduced to obtain 

substantial welfare gains in terms of lower prices. 

In a subsequent study, Bigoni and others used this same set-up to study the 

effect of separately changing the level of the fines and the probability of exogenous 

detection on cartel deterrence, with and without leniency.
70

 For occasional crimes 

committed by single and risk-neutral subjects, changing the mix between fines and 

exogenous probability of detection, keeping the expected fine constant, should not 

affect deterrence. The paper developed a model showing that in a dynamic multi-agent 

set-up, this equivalence is lost and fines are much more important with leniency. The 

experiment confirmed the theoretical finding. Without leniency, the probability of 
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exogenous detection and fines both have similar effects for deterrence. With leniency 

policies in place, the absolute level of the fine is much more important in producing 

deterrence, while the probability of exogenous detection becomes practically irrelevant. 

This indicates that deterrence is mainly driven by ‘distrust’ or strategic risk, that is, by 

the fear of partners deviating and reporting. This study even found a large deterrence 

effect of fines in the presence of a leniency policy when the probability of exogenous 

detection is zero. As theorised by one of this chapter’s authors,
71

 this implies that the 

‘distrust’ deterrence channel is powerful and that the first best (full deterrence with zero 

deadweight/inspection costs) could now be achieved at finite levels of fines. It also 

implies that recently voiced concerns
72

 that the large number of leniency applications 

may be reducing antitrust effectiveness by exhausting the resources of competition 

authorities, making it impossible for them to undertake random industry audits, may be 

misplaced. On the contrary, these findings suggest that the efficiency of competition 

law enforcement can be considerably improved by strengthening sanctions and the 

management of the leniency policy while reducing the expenditure of competition 

authorities’ resources on random inspections. 

Of course, it is important to ensure that these results are robust before translating 

them into policy prescriptions. Positive news in this respect is found in a very recent 

experiment by Chowdhury and Wandschneider.
73

 This study also considered the effect 

of changing the mix between fines and the exogenous detection probability in the 

absence and presence of a leniency policy, as studied by Bigoni and others,
74

 although it 

did not consider the case of zero probability of detection. This paper uses an  

environment similar to the one in Hinloopen and Soetevent’s work,
75

 where matching 

was fixed and cartels could only be reported after price choices were made public, so 

that — as in Hinloopen and Soetevent’s work — the ‘protection from punishment’ and 

‘race to the courtroom’ effects could hardly be active. Bigoni and others’ finding was 

confirmed by this experiment: increasing the absolute fine and reducing the probability 

of exogenous detection (absent self-reporting) increased the deterrent effect of leniency 

policies in this environment also. The conclusion that the efficiency of competition law 

enforcement can be improved by strengthening sanctions and the management of the 

leniency policy while reducing competition authorities’ efforts in conducting random 

inspections of industries seems rather robust.  

 

C Additional Issues 

 

i Ringleaders 

 

One debated issue is whether ringleaders should be excluded from leniency policies (as 

is in the US) or included (as in the EU). On the one hand, excluding ringleaders from 

the leniency policy may increase deterrence by introducing ‘free riding’ on who should 

lead. Excluding ringleaders may discourage firms from taking the lead and induce them 

to wait for others to do so, thereby delaying and reducing cartel formation. On the other 
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hand, this policy may reduce deterrence by creating one firm that can be trusted by the 

others as it will never (be able to) ‘run to the courtroom’ and report them. 

Bigoni and others undertook a preliminary investigation of this trade-off by 

introducing treatments where the ringleader, defined as the subject that first asked the 

others to communicate, could not apply for leniency.
76

 This was announced to subjects, 

who therefore knew that they would lose the opportunity to receive leniency if they 

communicated first. The authors found that in treatments where the initiator of the cartel 

could not apply for leniency, the deterrence effect of leniency is unaffected, although 

prices increase. They argued, however, that this was a preliminary result that should be 

treated with caution, as the experimental set-up was not explicitly designed to address 

this question and was particularly unfavourable to excluding ringleaders. With a 

duopoly, excluding the ringleader leaves only one party able to report and obtain 

leniency, which eliminates the fear of others reporting that is, according to one of the 

present authors,
77

 a crucial determinant of deterrence. Bigoni and others therefore 

invited more work on the subject. The invitation was taken up by a number of authors.  

 Hesch used a simplified version of Hinloopen and Soetevent’s study
78

 where 

reporting could only take place after price choices became public and where liability 

expired after each period.
79

 He introduced a ringleader role, which was assigned 

randomly by a computer in each period. It was found that, in treatments where the 

randomly assigned ringleader was not allowed to apply for leniency, cartel formation 

was more intense and prices were higher. Unfortunately, an exogenous and random 

assignment of the role of ringleader eliminates, by design, co-ordination problems in the 

formation of the cartel, which is where a positive effect of excluding ringleaders could 

occur. By removing the possibility that co-ordination issues could be worsened by the 

exclusion of ringleaders, inducing subjects to delay or avoid taking the lead hoping that 

others would do it first, the experiment allowed for only the negative effects of the 

policy. This reduces the validity of the result. 

Wandschneider improved the mechanism to identify the leader.
80

 In his set-up, 

the ringleader was the subject whose suggested cartel price during the communication 

stage had been accepted by the two other group members. As in earlier work,
81

 this 

made the identity of the (at least partial) leader endogenous. A form of ‘free riding 

effect’ could then in principle present itself, not in the form of delayed or reduced cartel 

formation but in the form of lower prices suggested by those who do not want to be the 

leader, which could possibly induce lower cartel prices. 

The study found that more cartels are formed when the leader is not able to 

obtain leniency. However, it also found that prices do not increase when ringleaders are 

excluded from the leniency policy, which might be due to the above mentioned free 

riding effect. An in-depth analysis of behaviour in the price proposal stage is needed to 

verify this conjecture. Finally, it found that ringleader exclusion destabilises the 

collusive agreement, as more firms deviate. This was expected, as this study follows 

Hinloopen and Soetevent
82

 in only allowing applications for leniency after price 
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defections are made public. As we have explained, this ensures that the leniency policy 

is mainly used to discipline price defections, as it excludes the pro-competitive effects 

linked to the optimal ‘deviate and report’ strategies. Since excluding ringleaders allows 

only the deviator and one more firm to report, the punishment for non-ringleaders that 

deviate on price is reduced; when they report, they expect half of the fine reduction 

instead of one third. Before drawing any policy conclusions from these results, it is 

therefore important to wait for more realistic studies that allow subjects to apply for 

leniency when deviating on prices and be re-matched to play several supergames and 

learn. 

Davies and De empirically examined the frequency and characteristics of 

ringleaders in the EU and how they were treated when a leniency policy was 

introduced.
83

 Ringleaders were identified in one-fifth of 78 EU cartels. They were often 

the largest cartel member(s) and formed agreements in markets with weak or no trade 

associations. The authors concluded that, although ringleaders were penalised more 

heavily after the introduction of the leniency policy, ringleader discrimination present in 

the 1996 EU leniency policy and removed from the 2002 version has not prevented the 

emergence of ringleaders. 

More recently, Clemens and Rau studied the ringleader issue in a reduced form 

participation-revelation game in which ringleaders may or may not emerge.
84

 They 

implemented a cartel formation game where the cartel is established in a multi-stage 

decision game preceded by a communication stage. If some cartel members chose to 

open a communication window that is not necessary for the cartel to be formed, these 

cartel members became the ringleaders. The experimental design did not include any 

form of market interaction, whether static or dynamic, nor pricing decisions. Subjects 

that chose to take part in a cartel were then always bound to the joint-profit-maximising 

strategy, while outside firms played best-response. They then implemented treatments 

without leniency, with leniency open to all, and with leniency only open to non-

ringleaders. They found that excluding ringleaders from obtaining leniency reduced the 

number of reports, increased the number of cartels formed, and even increased the 

number of subjects becoming ringleaders. They concluded that excluding ringleaders 

from the leniency policy is likely to reduce its effectiveness. 

These results are instructive, as they isolate the effect of ringleader exclusion on 

reporting, from their interaction with market strategies. However, in terms of evaluating 

the effectiveness of a leniency policy, they suffer from a similar limitation as the study 

by Hamaguchi, Kawagoe and Shibata.
85

 As previously discussed in relation to that 

paper,
86

 it is difficult to interpret the results of an experimental design that does not 

include any form of market interaction and to translate them into policy prescriptions. 

Clemens and Rau took the view that not including a market game was ‘necessary as 

defection from the cartel price by a shirking firm might influence the decision to form a 

cartel as much as the possibility to opt for leniency’.
87

 Indeed, we know from the 

previously described experiments that market behaviour and reporting behaviour 

interact in important ways. From a policy point of view, however, we are interested in 

these interactions, as it is cartel formation and prices that determine changes in welfare, 
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not the number of reports (which in themselves typically lower welfare by increasing 

prosecution costs). If we exclude market interactions from the design, it becomes 

difficult to understand if and how the measured reporting behaviour would change in 

the presence of market interactions, and how market outcomes and welfare are likely to 

be affected by leniency. 

To conclude, taken together, these available experimental results suggest that 

ringleaders should be allowed to apply for and obtain leniency. However, given the 

caveats in all these studies, further research appears necessary to investigate the 

robustness of this conclusion. 

 

ii Leniency and Auctions 

 

Hamaguchi and others studied collusion in a repeated procurement auction game and 

the effectiveness of leniency policies in that environment.
88

 They considered cartel 

creation at first-price sealed-bid auctions and allowed for unrestricted communication 

before bidding. The experiment allowed for five competitors and the formation of 

partial cartels. In addition, the competition authority could detect individual cartel 

members (but not the entire cartel) and the fine imposed was a share of the individual’s 

gross earnings in the last three periods. No communication was allowed before the bid 

in the ‘benchmark’ treatment, whereas in ‘communication’, a three-minute chat where 

subjects decided whether or not to enter the chat room preceded the possible bid. In 

‘antitrust’, communication was allowed and there was a 15 per cent probability of 

detection by a competition authority. In ‘communication’, virtually all bids were set at 

the monopoly price, so bidders clearly colluded and did not cheat on the agreement 

reached in this phase. Leniency policies turned out to be ineffective in decreasing the 

number of cartels in the auctions, and the average winning bid did not change. 

However, there was some evidence that leniency policies may be effective to dissolve 

pre-existing collusion and decrease the contract price. In ‘antitrust’, most of the pre-

collusive groups bid their reserve price and were then dissolved by defectors before the 

end of the experiment. 

Hinloopen and Onderstal studied cartel formation and leniency policies at first-

price sealed-bid and English auctions.
89

 In their experiment, each subject started by 

choosing between ‘yes’ or ‘no’ buttons that indicated their willingness to join a possible 

cartel. They were then told whether a cartel formed, but not about individual votes. If a 

cartel was established, a winner was randomly assigned by the computer and was the 

only subject who could submit a bid. The highest bidder won the object. In subsequent 

rounds, subjects needed to bid higher than the winning bid, and the rounds ended when 

no subject bids or when one bids the maximum possible bid. There was no competition 

authority in ‘agreement’, but the ‘detect and punish’ and ‘leniency’ treatments entailed a 

15 per cent chance of detection and prosecution. In the latter, firms could also report the 

cartel once the auction ended for a small cost, and they did so ignorant of the other 

player’s reporting decision. Hamaguchi and others’ result on the ineffectiveness of the 

leniency policy in first-price sealed-bid auctions was corroborated.
90

 Nonetheless, in 
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English auctions, a traditional antitrust policy (with no leniency policy) seems able to 

deter and destabilise cartels, but it also has the negative effect of reducing the average 

winning bid (that is, the price). Although the introduction of a leniency policy seems to 

have had no impact on cartel formation or recidivism, it did have two undesirable 

effects: it increased cartel stability and reduced the winning cartel bid, in line with the 

results in the study by Bigoni and others.
91

 

 

iii Leniency after Prosecution Has Started and Avoidance Activities 

 

All the experimental work discussed to this point in the chapter does not specify 

whether or not an investigation of the cartel had been started at the time a leniency 

application is made. The assumed positive probability of exogenous detection can be 

interpreted both as the probability of a successful investigation and as the probability 

that an existing investigation, started with the formation of the cartel, will be successful. 

The presence of robust deterrence effects in many of these experiments demonstrates 

that the assumption on which early studies of leniency policies are based — that 

programs restricted only to spontaneous reports before an investigation is open cannot 

be effective — is incorrect both logically and empirically. These experiments cannot tell 

us, however, how opening leniency policies to reports coming after an investigation is 

opened or announced will affect deterrence and welfare. 

 This question was the focus of a study by Dijkstra, Haan and Schoonbeek, in 

which firms could apply for leniency once an antitrust investigation had been 

announced and could also communicate freely.
92

 In the common setting of a repeated 

and homogeneous Bertrand duopoly, if firms chose to communicate and set prices, an 

investigation may (or not) be opened. Subjects could apply for leniency once they 

learned about this, thereby ensuring conviction. Otherwise, conviction occurred with 

some probability. If convicted, a fixed fine was paid. The experiment showed that 

individuals are able to fix and keep prices high by agreeing on prices and reporting and 

by agreeing on future communication strategies. Some evidence of desistance and 

destabilisation effects, due to the leniency policy, was found in the very short-term, but 

these disappeared over time. 

 Finally, an interesting recent experiment by Chowdhury and Wandschneider 

looked at the effect of leniency policies when firms can invest in costly avoidance 

activities,
93

 an important and under-researched topic in competition law. They 

augmented the stage game from their earlier work
94

 with the possibility, in some 

treatments, of cartel members undertaking a costly investment that would permanently 

reduce the (absolute) fine they would face in future periods if convicted. The authors 

found that avoidance activities increase cartel formation (by risk-averse subjects) and 

that firms which invest in avoidance charge higher prices. They also found that such 

firms deviate and self-report more often when a leniency policy exists. This indicates 

that in the presence of a leniency policy, some firms use avoidance to reduce their 

punishment for price deviations. This is what should be expected in a set-up similar to 

that of Hinloopen and Soetevent,
95

 where firms can only self-report after prices 
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(deviations) become known. In such a set-up, the leniency policy mostly acts as a 

punishment device. Understanding how there results would change in a more realistic 

set-up, where firms can also report before their price deviations become common 

knowledge, appears to be an exciting avenue for further research. 

 

IV Conclusions 

 

There is no doubt about the increasing importance of leniency policies for competition 

authorities’ daily enforcement work. So much is reflected in the growing number of 

firms applying for leniency reductions in exchange for information and co-operation. 

However, it is important to ensure that leniency policies are well-designed and properly 

administered if they are to be effective at deterring cartels, rather than merely making it 

easier for competition authorities to detect and prosecute cartels. 

A poorly designed or too generously administered leniency scheme provides an 

easy way for cartelists to escape or reduce fines and may therefore encourage cartels 

that would not otherwise form. A generous leniency policy combined with mild 

sanctions is likely to maintain or increase the deadweight losses from administration, 

prosecution and litigation costs, with no balancing benefits for the taxpayer. Evaluating 

how these policies are implemented in reality, and how their design and management 

could be improved, is therefore crucial. 

Existing empirical studies provide mixed results. Our conclusion from reviewing 

the empirical work is that much more empirical work is needed. Judging from the very 

limited empirical evidence available, it is still not well-established whether leniency 

policies, as currently designed and implemented in different countries, are doing any 

more than facilitating competition authorities’ work. That is, it is unclear whether they 

are actually increasing welfare by generating a strong deterrence effect, or whether they 

are actually reducing welfare through the larger administration and prosecution costs 

they generate, without any compensating increase in deterrence. The most favourable 

evidence available is for the US, where sanctions are much tougher, and this is 

consistent with what theory would predict. But the evidence is in general rather weak. 

An increasing number of experimental studies clearly demonstrate that the 

assumption on which some early economic analyses were based — that leniency 

policies can only be effective if it is open to firms under investigation to report — is not 

only ad hoc and unjustified, but also empirically counterfactual. Although this is not to 

say that, given constraints on sanctions and rewards, it is not optimal to open leniency 

policies to reports after an investigation.
96

 The bulk of experiments also suggest, 

consistent with the available empirical evidence, that cartel deterrence effects of well-

designed and well-administered leniency policies tend to be positive — whether or not 

the policy is open to reports after an investigation opened — but rather modest unless 

sanctions for non-applicants are really severe or monetary rewards are introduced. Most 

recent experiments suggest that severe sanctions are the crucial precondition for the 

effectiveness of a leniency policy, allowing it to produce substantial cartel deterrence 

effects even when the probability of a cartel being detected without reports is zero.  

Experiments also show that subjects quickly understand how to game these 

schemes, if they can be gamed, so that poorly designed and loosely administered real 

world leniency policies are likely to reduce social welfare considerably. For example, 

there is robust evidence that a leniency policy may be used to punish deviations, making 

cartels more stable. Some experiments tend to have rather loose connections with both 
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the theory and the practice of leniency policies, making it hard to use their results as 

guidance for policy-making. Future experimental work should pay more attention to 

both theory and reality. Several open questions are waiting for more careful 

examination, starting with the introduction of fines or damage payments which are a 

function of accumulated cartel profits.
97

 

The lack of stronger evidence — whether in favour or against the hypothesis that 

leniency policies are increasing cartel deterrence and with it social welfare — is 

undoubtedly linked to the difficulty of identifying how the total population of cartels 

changes when leniency policies are introduced or modified. But it is also clearly linked 

to an endemic lack of data. It seems crucial that competition authorities or agencies in 

charge of supervising them start to implement more consistent data collection and data 

disclosure policies. Such policies would facilitate more meaningful empirical research 

in this important field. 
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Tables: 

 EU 

1998–2011 

(Marvão, ‘The EU 

Leniency 

Programme and 

Recidivism’ (n 19)) 

 

US 

1996–3/2010 

(JM Connor and 

DJ Miller, 

‘Determinants 

of U.S. Antitrust 

Fines of 

Corporate 
Participants of 

Global Cartels’ 

(2013)) 

Asia 

1990–2007 

(Connor, ‘Focus 

on Asia’ (n 10)) 

Russia 

2004–11 

(Yusopova (n 

38)) 

 

 Aver. Max. Aver. Max. Aver. Max. Aver. Max. 

Number of cartels - 95 - 39 - 33 - 30 

Number of cartels with leniency 

policy applications 

- 81 

(in analysis) 

- 30 - - - 9 

Number of self-reported  cartels  - 55 - 30 - - - - 

Number of firms per cartel 8.3 17 9.7 25 - - 11 51 

Total number of multiple 

offenders 

- 63/385 - - - - - - 

Total number of repeat offenders 

(sequential cartels) 

- 6/385 - - - - - - 

Number of leniency reductions 

granted per year 

20 67 7.1 - - - - - 

Amount of leniency reductions 

granted per firm (%) 

24 100 - - - - - - 

Fine increase per firm (%) 23.6 290 - - - - - - 

Fine reduction per firm (%)  2.7 100 - - - - - - 

Prison time per firm (number of 

months) 

N/A N/A 3.7 99 - - - - 

Penalties paid per firm (US$m) 49.99 800.99 42.4 400 21.51 146.3 3.08 28.58 

Cartel overcharge per firm 

(US$m) 

0 0 1,591 10,290 - - - - 

Cartel duration (months), 

according to courts 

97.8 419 85.6 365 44.4 - 18.3 96 

Duration of cartel investigation 

(months) 

46.9 96 - - - - - - 

Table 1: Recent statistics on cartel cases 

 

 Region Time frame N (cartels) N(firms) 

J-R Borrell and JL Jiménez, 

‘The Drivers of Antitrust 

Effectiveness’ (2008) 185 

Hacienda Pública Española 69 

World 2003–04 7 N/A 

Miller (n 23) US 1985–2005 342 N/A 

JM Connor and DJ Miller, 

‘Determinants of U.S. Antitrust 

Fines of Corporate Participants 

of Global Cartels’ (2013) 

US 1996–3/2010 39 124–30 (1st reporters) 

Arlman (n 43) EU 1990–2004 67 N/A 

Brenner (n 25) EU 1990–2003 61 232 

Klein (n 37) EU 1990–2010 23 countries 3164 



Marvão, ‘The EU Leniency 

Programme and Recidivism’ (n 

19) 

EU 1998–10/2011 81 385 

Zhou (n 35) EU 12/1985–2011 126 N/A 

Gärtner and Zhou (n 44) EU 1996–2012 96 105 applicants 

JM Connor and DJ Miller, 

‘Determinants of EC Antitrust 

Fines for Members of Global 

Cartels’ (2013) 

EU 1990–early 2010 43 207 (3 excluded) 

Marvão, ‘Heterogeneous 

Penalties’ (n 46) 

EU 

US 

1998–10/2011 

1984–2009 

81 

799 

385 

2013 

Yusupova (n 38) Russia 2004–11 30 329 

Table 2: Datasets used in econometric studies 


